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“For over two millennia, Aristotle’s logic has ruled over the thinking of western intellectuals. All precise theories, all
scientific models, even models of the process of thinking itself, have in principle conformed to the straight-jacket of logic.
But from its shady beginnings devising gambling strategies and counting corpses in medieval London, probability theory
and statistical inference now emerge as better foundations for scientific modelsf, especially those of the process of thinking
and as essential ingredients of theoretical mathematics, even the foundations of mathematics itself. We propose that this
sea change in our perspective will affect virtually all of mathematics in the next century.”
— David Mumford, The Dawning of the Age of Stochasticity, 1999

Epistemologists often identify at least three different qualitative types of human reasoning: deductive, abductive, and
inductive (Peirce, 1931). The hallmark of deduction is moving from assumptions to logical consequences via rules of
inference that preserve absolute certainty — for example, the syllogism that if all men are mortal and Socrates is a man,
then Socrates must be mortal. This kind of reasoning — and its close relative, arithmetic calculation — has defined most
mathematical epistemology and is the ground from which our philosophy of computing has grown. Deduction was central
to the motivations of Turing (Turing, 1938), Church, Post, and many others, and it is arguably the best understood aspect
of human intelligence.

The fields of machine learning, statistics and probabilistic reasoning have recently begun to shed light on some other
epistemological aspects of human intelligence. Abduction centers on inference to a likely cause for some observed data
— for example, guessing the geometry and composition of the three dimensional world that explains the light that hits
our retinas (von Helmholtz, 1962). Induction involves generalizations that produce abstract laws from concrete evidence,
such as the discovery of Newton’s law of gravitation from observations of the stars, or even the common-sense proposition
held by (almost) all people that the sun will rise again tomorrow (Goodman, 1965).

The mind’s ability to make reliable abductive and inductive inferences serves as inspiration for large branches of modern
machine learning, artificial intelligence and (increasingly) cognitive science. The fundamentally uncertain character of
these kinds of inferences has long been recognized, and mathematical tools from statistics and computer science, espe-
cially Bayesian probability, have given us a new ability to treat these inferences precisely and explicitly. Commercial
AI systems such as IBM’s Watson, Microsoft’s Kinect controller, and web search by Google, make heavy use of prob-
abilistic inference and machine learning for abductive and inductive reasoning. Watson can guess the probable answers
to ambiguous Jeopardy! clues, Kinect has learned how to infer the position of game players’ bodies, and Google learns
structurally simple but very large scale statistical laws that enable it to link web pages and queries. Many of our best
models of cognition and neural computation are grounded in terms of statistical inference, and probabilistic models are
also beginning to explain inductive phenomena in science (Henderson et al., 2010).

This progress is partly due to the development of computationally effective methods for approximate Bayesian inference
and statistical learning, and partly due to the availability of large datasets and cheap cycles. Unfortunately, despite this
progress, statistical learning and Bayesian inference problems often seem intractable. The root of the problem appears to
be the so-called curse of dimensionality. It is most apparent in the denominator in Bayes’ Rule:

P (H|D) =
P (H)P (D|H)

P (D)
=

P (H)P (D|H)∑
H∈H P (H)P (D|H)

Practitioners rarely implement this formula directly. The curse of dimensionality is responsible for this, both repre-
sentationally and computationally. Calculating the P (D) term appears to require an exponential (or worse) sum over
all possible hypotheses. But even if we had access to a tractable ”partition function” or ”evidence” oracle, a function
ZH : D → [0, 1] = P (D) that let us calculate the evidence exactly for each hypothesis spaceH and any given dataset D,
we would still find inference challenging. First, writing down a prior P (H) can seem to require explicitly assigning a real
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number to every logically possible state of the world. For realistic models, this might seem to require an infinite number
of bits, an information-theoretic impossibility. Second, though a fast ZH oracle would let us easily calculate P (H|D) on
demand, the posterior probability distribution over all hypotheses has a potentially vast domain, and contains an enormous
amount of information, which it is unclear how to tractably use. As a result, we tend to focus on posterior marginals or
modes, in simplified models where we can approximate the calculations.

This problem is philosophically fundamental. If we take the Bayesian approach literally as a model for the mind, we need
H to range over all thinkable thoughts, all possible percepts, and even all available actions we could take and potential
plans we could make. Leaving aside the ”prior elicitation” problem for such a system, a direct implementation of Bayes’
Rule seems absurd. It would require an infinitely large table encoding a prior over all potential experience and choice,
each entry updated to the posterior via an infinite sum. Resolving these issues, by making it possible to write down models
that can begin to approach the flexibility and richness of thought while retaining the ability to tractably perform some kind
of (probably approximate) inference, is a central challenge in AI and cognitive science.

Another motivation for reconsidering our notions of computation arises from contrasting modern AI successes to our
own minds and brains, which do far more with far less. The human brain consumes under 100 watts, runs at around
100Hz, and is built out of a growing and dying network of asynchronous, stochastic parts, no two of which are exactly
alike. Despite this, our minds make many crucial decisions in under 200ms with an effectiveness that far outstrips our
best AI systems. Compare the success of IBM’s Watson Jeopardy! system, currently the world champion, to the success
of Watson’s lead designer, Dr. David Ferrucci. Although Dr. Ferrucci is far worse than Watson at Jeopardy!, his brain
consumes over 1000x less power, is built out of neurons that as switching elements are 106 times slower, and needed no
explicit programming or expensive manufacturing. Instead, starting from only 1GB of genetic information and a stream
of input over his development and education, Dr. Ferrucci’s brain grew into a mind so flexible that it could not only play
Jeopardy! but also learn how to lead a team to build and program Watson. How can the mind produce such powerful
(though uncertain) inferences at all? And how can the brain implement the necessary computations so rapidly, given such
slow, unreliable, heterogeneous, low-power parts?

I argue that this intractability, which currently seems to limit the scope of machine learning and our models of the mind,
is only apparent, and that it flows from our focus on calculating probabilities. We tend to represent priors in terms
of (exact or approximate) functions P (H), and seek posterior probability values, especially marginals and modes (or
estimates of posterior expectations, to make maximum expected utility decisions). At first, the idea that machine learning
and statistical inference is about estimating probabilities may seem obvious and unquestionable: the roots of our basic
metaphors for computation come from calculation and logical deduction. Boole invented his algebra to capture analytic
truths in deduction. Shannon invented Boolean logic gates to mechanize those operations. Even Turing was focused
primarily on calculation — and its close relative, deduction — in defining his automatic machines. The remarkable
fruitfulness of an abstraction that captures the essence of deduction needs no elaboration. It is thus unsurprising that when
probabilities began to seem important we tried to calculate them.

I propose a stochastic approach to these problems. Rather than attempt to reduce probabilistic reasoning to universal
calculation (typically through approximations), we will ask ”Is there an analogue of the Turing machine, and a gener-
alization of universal calculation, that handles abductive and inductive inference as naturally as Turing machines handle
calculation and deduction?” To achieve this goal, we will represent distributions by probabilistic procedures that generate
samples from them. We will also place the operation of conditioning a distribution on some data (or more generally, some
potentially stochastic constraint) at the center of our notion of computation. This goes beyond Monte Carlo estimation,
which centers on approximating integrals. Instead, we will use mechanizable stochastic processes to represent distribu-
tions procedurally, and often exactly (where the marginal distribution on outcomes of the stochastic process is exactly
the distribution being represented), by marrying stochasticity with abstractions from theoretical computer science (Mans-
inghka, 2009). To construct these processes and simulate them efficiently — and, crucially, condition them efficiently also
— we will build heavily on tools for simulation that come from computational statistics and statistical physics (Metropolis
et al., 1953; Spiegelhalter et al., 1994).

The core abstraction behind this approach is a generalization of Turing machines and universal calculation to stochastic
inference machines and universal stochastic inference. Instead of a deterministic function f(·) implicitly specified by a
program that implements an algorithm for calculating its value, an inference machine is given a probabilistic program
that makes random guesses for every aspect of the world that is unknown. This induces a hypothesis space and prior
distribution P (H) over all possible executions of the program. Instead of an input datum x, an inference machine is
given data D to interpret, in the form of a constraint on executions given by a predicate that must be satisfied, represented
by another probabilistic program. Instead of producing the same f(x) every time, the inference machine is required to
produce a probable explanation of the data, Hi ∼ P (H|D), i.e. a probable execution of the prior stochastic process given
that the constraint on its execution is satisfied. In general, leaving P (H) and D fixed, the output will be different each
time if there is any residual uncertainty.
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Figure 1. Universal Stochastic Inference Machines. Instead of calculating results, inference machines explore possible
explanations for the data they observe. They computationally embody the view that “Bayesian learning amounts to updat-
ing one flexible representation (the prior stochastic process) into another flexible representation (the posterior stochastic
process).” (Jordan, 2010)

The simplest way to build an inference machine is via rejection sampling: repeatedly run the probabilistic pro-
gram representing the prior until the execution passes the constraint program’s predicate. When the Church
probabilistic programming language (Goodman et al., 2008) was introduced, an explicit construction of this re-
jection sampler was used to define the semantics of expressions in the language. The Church procedure
(query <expression> <predicate> <environment>) embodies this, producing a value from the condi-
tional distribution on values of <expression> (referencing the fixed, though possibly originally random, content of
<environment>) subject to the constraint that applying <predicate> to each value returns TRUE:

(define query (lambda (exp env pred)
(let ((value (eval exp env)))

(if (pred value)
value
(query exp env pred)))))

In practice, more efficient Markov chain architectures are used. These carry out a random walk over execution histories
that converges to the posterior; see e.g. (Mansinghka, 2009; Wingate et al., 2011) for some implementation details.

Universal calculation can be implemented via a variety of architectures, including the lambda calculus, Turing machines,
and register machines. While they are Turing-equivalent, each makes different theoretical problems easiest to express,
and models different real computing systems to different degrees of fidelity. Analogously, a large family of stochastic
inference machines can be studied. The Church rejection sampler most directly models universal stochastic inference,
while the Markov chain architectures for Church — grounded in stochastic state transitions — are perhaps closer to
the analogue of a Turing machine. Unlike deterministic computing, however, where polynomial-time simulation has
been proved for the vast majority of Turing-equivalent formalisms, the efficiency relationships between different kinds
of inference machines are still unknown. The field of probabilistic programming languages provides many examples to
study, some of which are universal, and others which do not appear to be. These include Church (which included the
first explicit, and meta-circular, demonstration of universality), but also Figaro (Pfeffer, 2009) and BLOG (Milch et al.,
2007) (which may be universal), and Infer.NET (Minka et al., 2010), BUGS (Spiegelhalter et al., 1994) and Markov Logic
(Richardson and Domingos, 2006) (which are not) can all be clarified from this perspective. Probabilistic computing and
universal stochastic inference may help us formally pose and answer several basic questions about these systems:

1. What is the relative expressiveness of different probabilistic programming formalisms? No taxonomy of linguistic
expressiveness analogous to the Chomsky hierarchy has yet been produced for probabilistic programming systems, in part
because a candidate apex for such a hierarchy has not been explicitly proposed.

2. What is the computational tractability of individual probabilistic programs, or classes of them? See (Freer et al.,
2010) for some early results and a more detailed outline of a research program aimed at answering this question.

3. What are the inductive capacities and limits of the hierarchical, recursive models that probabilistic programming
systems make it easy to define? Analogously to the missing complexity theory, we need a learning theory — perhaps on
the notions from stochastic PAC-Bayes (McAllester, 2003) — that handles the complexity of probabilistic programs.

Compare probabilistic programs to graphical models, which marry statistics with graph theory. Probabilistic programs can
go far beyond this, inducing distributions over programs that can even analyze, transform, write, or do inference over other
programs. For example, program induction can be written as inference over the executions of a program-writing program,
subject to (stochastic) input-output constraints on the inferred program. Meta-reasoning, or reasoning about the reasoning
of another agent, can be written via inference over a probabilistic program describing the way another agent reasons.
The idea is to marry Bayesian probability, stochastic simulation (a representational necessity for even countably infinite
hypothesis spaces), and universal computation. In fact, this notion provides the anchor for the analogue of universality
for inference machines. A universal stochastic inference machine has a rich enough language for probabilistic programs
(on both its ”prior” and ”data” inputs) that it can perform stochastic inference over any other stochastic inference machine
stochastically solving any other inference problem.
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Universal calculation can be embedded in inference machines in a variety of ways. I believe the most revealing is by
choosing H = (x, f(x)) — that is, providing a probabilistic program that guesses potential xs from some generic distri-
bution, then calculates f(x) for the sampled x. The ”data” predicate then checks that Hx == x, that is it enforces the
constraint that f will be applied to the right x input from the world. In this case, an inference machine behaves determin-
istically, much like the underlying Turing machine — and the computational complexity of this operation reflects not just
the cost to evaluate f(x) but also the typicality of x as an input. It is also instructive to consider the ways one might try
to simulate inference machines via universal calculators. Most attempts to represent probability work with the underlying
measures, i.e. the functions that calculate prior or posterior probabilities of given events. Alternatively, one can treat a
sampler for a prior or posterior distribution as a function of a random bit stream, encoding the function as the ”program”
input to the calculator and feeding in random bits for the x input line. This embedding does not preserve all relevant
structure, however; for example, the stochastic process appears deterministic, with randomness treated externally.

There is an emerging theory of computability for inference machines (N. Ackerman and Roy, 2011). This research
addresses the question of when is the conditioning operation of Bayesian inference always computable (i.e. a stochastic
inference machine can complete it in finite time), assuming both the prior program and the data program always halt
with probability 1. So far it appears that discrete programs are conditionable if the prior and predicate always halt, while
continuous programs require the presence of noise in the predicate. Also, via the Turing embedding given above, the
theory of computational complexity for inference must recover the theory for calculation in a specific limit (Mansinghka,
2009; Freer et al., 2010). The larger setting of stochastic systems may enable new insights about the underlying causes
of computational complexity, and the ease of constructing hard instances of factoring and graph isomorphism versus
the rarity of hard instances of other NP-hard problems. Critically, inference machines do not make it easy to calculate
probabilities, but only to simulate (or sample) good guesses. Even the prior probabilities of a hypothesis need not be
precisely estimable (especially for low prior probability hypotheses), let alone the posterior probabilities. The Chernoff
bounds give one handle, pointing to the wiggle room that could explain the unreasonable effectiveness of many simple
stochastic simulation techniques without contradicting what we know from deterministic complexity theory.

I hope that by enlarging our view of computation from deterministic to stochastic systems, from deduction to Bayesian
inference, and from calculation to conditional simulation, we may have taken a step closer to reconciling our understanding
of artificial and natural computation and learning.
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